
Mesh responds to your needs. • For greater comfort

• For more design options

• For lighter weight

Daylight™ Stack Chairs



Ganging glides are
standard and are a 
great aid in maintaining
straight rows. Extremely
light weight (9 pounds).
Easy to reconfigure. 
Easy to stack. Stacks 
to 44 high. Transport
dolly is available. Slight
“give” to the back
enhances comfort.

Daylight™ Stack Chairs

Daylight is the first chair of its kind to
feature both a mesh seat and a mesh
back. What does this mean to you?
Exceptional comfort. Mesh conforms 
to and cradles your body. Daylight
eliminates uncomfortable pressure
points. And its open weave revives 
you with continuous ventilation. For
cooler seating that looks cool, too.

A designer’s dream.

Daylight weaves an exquisite mesh
material around a clean, contemporary
design. It blends seamlessly into various
settings. Whether used as a solitary
guest chair for a workstation or
grouped en masse in an auditorium,
Daylight’s quiet “presence” adds an 
air of elegance to any environment.

Colorful choices. 

Choose from a variety of powder 
coat colors for the steel frame. Or
chrome. Whatever fits your aesthetic.

Purpose and possibilities.

Modern settings demand flexibility. 
That’s why Daylight is amazingly
lightweight. Simple to reconfigure.
Simple to stack. Weighing just nine
pounds, it’s a chair to take anywhere. 
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The first all mesh high-density stack chair – for comfort and for light weight.

A brief history of stack chairs.

The first stack chairs had metal seats. Then wood, followed by plastic, and finally fabric over foam. 
A continuous evolution toward greater comfort. And now, KI is offering the ultimate stack chair material.
Mesh. A mesh seat and back is unequalled for comfort. The mesh conforms to the shape of your body –
not to a hypothetical average physique. Each Daylight chair becomes your Daylight chair – responsive 
to your shape and your size. Experience Daylight and experience the ultimate in stack chair comfort.
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